USING ONLINE LEARNING TOOLS

ONLINE LEARNING: PRODUCT MODULES

The Online Learning product modules introduce the care team to the features and operational performance of your Hillrom™ equipment. Online Learning is considered the introductory, or first level of learning to support utilization of your new equipment and is recommended prior to in-service training.

The product modules can also be used as part of your annual training event and assigned as part of your new hire program. Hillrom modules are provided free of charge to any facility who owns our products.
ONLINE LEARNING: CE MODULES

CE modules are provided to enhance clinical learning in subjects including pressure injury prevention, reducing falls, safe patient handling, and bariatric care. To receive credit, participants must complete the entire activity.

How to Access Online Learning

If you are a HealthStream subscriber, simply ask your HealthStream administrator to accept the Hillrom™ product modules. The modules will then appear in your menu for assignment and tracking.

If you are not a HealthStream subscriber and would like to utilize the modules in your Learning Management System, please contact your local Hillrom Representative.

For more information, please contact your Hillrom sales representative at 1-800-535-6663.